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Abstract 

Two ammonium oxofluorovanadates, (NH4)3VO2F4 and (NH4)3VOF5, have been in-

vestigated by temperature-dependent infrared and Raman spectroscopy methods to de-

termine the nature of phase transitions (PT) in these compounds. Dynamics of quasioc-

tahedral groups was simulated within the framework of semi-empirical approach, 

which justified the cis-conformation of VO2F4
3– (C2v) and the C4v geometry of VOF5

3–. 

The observed infrared and Raman spectra of both compounds at room temperature 

(RT) revealed the presence at least of two crystallographically independent octahedral 

groups. The first order PT at elevated temperatures is connected with a complete dy-

namic disordering of these groups with only single octahedral state. At lower tempera-

tures, the octahedra are ordered and several octahedral states appear. This PT is the 

most pronounced in the case of (NH4)3VOF5, when at least seven independent VOF5
3– 

octahedra are present in the structure below 50 K, in accordance with the Raman spec-

tra. Ammonium groups do not take part in PTs at higher and room temperatures but 

their reorientational motion freezes at lower temperatures. 

Keywords: ammonium oxofluorovanadates, order-disorder, dynamics, phase transi-

tions, infrared, Raman. 
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1. Introduction 

The search for novel transition metal oxide fluorides is of interest since the differ-

ing bonding natures of the M–O bond and the M–F bond give rise to dramatic variations in 

and, potentially, fine control of the physical properties of the resulting materials. Recently, 

various vanadium oxide-fluoride (VOF) compounds have been proposed for use as battery 

(mainly, silver vanadium oxide fluorides) [1–6], nonlinear optical (NLO) materials dis-

playing second-harmonic-generation (SHG) activity [7–9], or VOFs with magnetic re-

sponses [10–16]. 

Ferroelectric and proton conducting behavior of a new vanadium oxide fluoride 

(NH4,K)3VO2F4 was recently reported [17]. The compound belongs to a large structural 

family, namely, elpasolite and crystallizes in an orthorhombic lattice (Immm) at ambient 

temperature, similarly to (NH4)3VO2F4 [18]. The existence of the VO2F4
3– ion in solution 

as well as in solid state was established by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) [19] and 

electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) [20,21] as well as by x-ray diffraction (XRD) stud-

ies [18]. Structural studies from single crystal of (NH4)3VO2F4 has been reported with four 

kinds of disordered NH4 groups and two types of VO2F4
3– ions (one comparatively regular 

than the other) [18]. In accordance with the EPR data [21], one third of octahedra are dy-

namically disordered while the other two third represent a rigid ordered form of VO2F4
3–. 

This model structure was used for the Rietveld refinement of the observed data for 

(NH4,K)3VO2F4 [17]. Two crystallographically distinct vanadium atoms (ratio of 1:2) form 

two types of VO2F4 octahedra, with one distinguishable O and F while the other forms with 

indistinguishable (O,F) ligands. The model structure consists of eight crystallographically 

distinct anion sites with several of them have partially occupied disordered sites. Such dis-

ordering is very commonly observed in the elpasolite structure because of the orientational 

disorder of the octahedral units. Because the distinction of F– and O2– could not be carried 

out from the obtained data, the analysis of the bond distances was used to locate them. It 

was suggested that the V1 had a distorted octahedral arrangement with typical V–(O,F) 

distances as 1.69(1) x 2, 1.71(1) x 2 and 2.12(2) x 2 Å. From variation of the bond distanc-

es, the longer bond distances were assumed to be F atoms, while other four were O atoms 

and their spatial arrangement suggested V1 forming a trans-VO2F4 octahedra. The longer 

distances 1.97(1) x 2 from V2–(O,F) bond lengths were assigned to F atoms, and the octa-

hedra were assumed to have an asymmetric cis-arrangement, as observed in the case of 

(NH4)3VO2F4. Trans-octahedral structure of VO2F4 in the latter case was excluded accord-

ing also to experimental IR and Raman spectra of (NH4)3VO2F4 [18]. Crystal structure of 
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Ag3VO2F4 [6] supports only cis-configuration of the anion. Thus, the return to trans-

anionic structure in the case of (NH4,K)3VO2F4 [17] is not justified and the origin of four 

short distances assigned to the V–O bond is not clear and not consistent with the chemical 

formula of the compound. The incorporation of only one O atom into coordination sphere 

of vanadium in the related VOF (NH4)3VOF5 should simplify and clarify the situation. In 

the present study, the preparation and characterization of two structural analogues of 

(NH4)3VO2F4 and (NH4)3VOF5 was undertaken through vibrational spectroscopy (FTIR 

and Raman), especially with respect to their phase transitions (PTs). 

Ammonium oxofluorovanadates (NH4)3VOF5 and (NH4)3VO2F4 were previously as-

sumed to be isostructural [22]. The crystal structure of the former was not determined, while 

the detailed single crystal structure determination of the latter performed at room tempera-

ture has revealed the orthorhombic symmetry (space group Immm, Z = 6) [18]. Clear evi-

dences for the occurrence of the phase transitions at 418 and 215 K were obtained by vari-

able temperature X-ray powder diffraction [18] as well as by EPR study on γ-irradiated 

(NH4)3VO2F4 [21]. The phase at T > 418 K was determined to have the cubic cryolite type 

structure [18]. It was also supposed that the phase transition at 215 K was of ferro- or anti-

ferroelectric nature [21]. 

In accordance with the data of recent optic studies, (NH4)3VO2F4 undergoes four 

successive phase transitions with the following symmetry change: cubic Fm3m 

(T1 = 417 K) → orthorhombic I Immm (T2 = 240 K) → orthorhombic II (T3 = 211 K) → 

monoclinic 112/m (T4 = 205 K) → triclinic P1 [23]. The symmetry of all phases was sug-

gested to be centrosymmetric. Calorimetric measurements performed in a wide tempera-

ture range confirmed the presence of four heat capacity anomalies at T1 = 438 K, 

T2 = 244 K, T3 = 210 K, T4 = 205 K associated with the first order phase transitions [24].  

Heat capacity behavior Cp(T) of (NH4)3VOF5 is close to that of (NH4)3VO2F4 and 

associated with the succession of three phase transitions: T1 = 349 ± 2 K, T2 = 230 ± 1 K, 

and T3 = 221 ± 1 K. All heat anomalies are also associated with the first order transfor-

mations [25]. In accordance with our preliminary X-ray structural determinations of low-

temperature phases of these compounds, no detectable changes in their crystal structures 

relative to those at room temperature were observed. Moreover, the O/F disorder in both 

structures at higher temperatures obscures the real anionic geometry. In this case, vibra-

tional spectroscopy is very useful and helps to clear structural features of these complexes. 
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2. Experimental 

Simple and convenient method of preparing vanadium fluorides or VOFs is a 

mechanochemical interaction of vanadium oxides or vanadates with ammonium hydrogen 

difluoride (NH4HF2, m.p. 126oC) [26–29], when the reaction proceeds at ambient condi-

tions under grinding the initial components together. We used similar reactions for synthe-

sis of (NH4)3VO2F4 and (NH4)3VF6: 

NH4VO3 + 2NH4HF2 = (NH4)3VO2F4 + H2O, 

VF3 + 3NH4HF2 = (NH4)3VF6 + 3HF. 

Vanadium oxides V2O5 and V2O3 can be used instead of NH4VO3 and VF3 as well. 

All starting substances were of a reagent grade. The solid products were water-leached 

with addition of small amount of hydrofluoric acid (40 % HF by weight), filtered and 

evaporated slowly in air at room temperature. Well shaped octahedral single crystals of 

(NH4)3VOF5 with bright-blue color were crystallized by slowly evaporation of the solution 

obtained by aqueous dissolving the stoichiometric quantities of (NH4)3VO2F4 and 

(NH4)3VF6: 

(NH4)3VO2F4 + (NH4)3VF6 = 2(NH4)3VOF5. 

The obtained crystals of both complexes, (NH4)3VO2F4 and (NH4)3VOF5, were 

rinsed with ethanol under vacuum and air-dried. Their compositions were checked by 

powder X-ray diffraction and fully corresponded to the data presented in PDF-2 (cards No. 

084-1111 and 034–0882 for (NH4)3VO2F4 and (NH4)3VOF5, respectively, which are virtu-

ally identical). EDX (energy-dispersive X-ray) analysis of (NH4)3VOF5 has shown the ratio 

of O to F to be equal 1:5. 

IR spectra were experimentally studied with vacuum Fourier-transform spectrometer 

VERTEX 80V (BRUKER) in spectral range 380–3500 cm–1 with spectral resolution 

0.2 cm–1. Temperature studies employed cryostat Optistat TM AC-V 12a 0.25W@4K in 

the temperature range from 4 to 330 К. The spectra were produced from samples in the 

form of tablets 13 mm in diameter and about 0.55 mm thick. The tablets were prepared as 

follows: the compound under study was thoroughly ground with 0.11 g of KBr in the ratio 

of 0.1:100. The produced mixture was vacuum pressed by hydraulic press under the pres-

sure of 105 N/cm2. Globar (silicon carbide U-shaped arc) was used as IR radiation source, 

with KBr beamsplitter and RT-DLaTGS as detector. 

The unpolarized Raman spectra were collected in a backscattering geometry, using a 

triple monochromator Horiba Jobin Yvon T64000 Raman spectrometer operating in double 

subtractive mode, and detected by a LN-cooled charge-coupled device. The spectral reso-
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lution for the recorded Stokes side Raman spectra was set to ~4 cm–1 (this resolution was 

achieved with 1800 grooves/mm gratings and 100 mm slits). The microscope system based 

on Olympus BX41 microscope with an Olympus 50x objective lens f = 0.8 mm with 

NA = 0.75 numerical aperture provides a focal spot diameter of about 2 μm on the sample. 

Single-mode argon 514.5 nm from a Spectra-Physics Stabilite 2017 Ar+ laser of 5 mW on 

the sample was used as excitation light source. The intensity of the laser light was adjusted 

to avoid sample heating. 

To interpret experimental spectra in the range of VOxF6–x
3– (x = 1,2) internal modes 

we simulated dynamics of these groups using LADY software [30]. The atomic vibration 

frequencies were obtained using the simplified version of the Born-Karman model [31]. 

Only the pair-wise interactions and bond-stretching force constants A are considered; A 

depends on rij and the A(rij) dependencies are the same for all atom pairs: A = λexp(–rij/ρ), 

where rij is the interatomic distance, and λ and ρ are the parameters characterizing the se-

lected pair interaction. 

3. Results and discussion 

Fig. 1a, b shows experimental IR and Raman spectra of (NH4)3VO2F4 and 

(NH4)3VOF5 at room temperature; these spectra can be divided into four ranges similarly 

to other ammonium-containing oxyfluorides [32,33]. 

 
Fig. 1. Panoramic IR (a) and Raman (b) spectra of (NH4)3VO2F4 and (NH4)3VOF5 at 

room temperature. 

 

Peak list of all observed bands for (NH4)3VO2F4 and (NH4)3VOF5 with correspond-

ing assignments for C2v and C4v octahedral geometry, respectively, and Td for ammonium 

tetrahedron is presented in Table 1. Measured band frequencies at different temperatures 
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for (NH4)3VO2F4 and (NH4)3VOF5 polymorphs are given in Tables 1S and 2S, respective-

ly. 

Table 1. Experimental wavenumbers of Raman and IR spectra of investigated com-

pounds and their assignments 

(NH4)3VOF5 
Assignment 

(NH4)3VO2F4 
Assignment 

Raman IR Raman IR 

3143 3156 νas(NH4) 3133 3180 νas(NH4) 

2839 2839 νs(NH4) 2822 2796 νs(NH4) 

1696  δ(NH4) 1688 1688 δ(NH4) 

1438 1446 δ(NH4) 1433 1403 δ(NH4) 

 1400 δ(NH4)    

951 947 νs(VO) 914 902 928, 907 νs(VO2) 

934 932 νs(VO) 877 861 873, 854 νas(VO2) 

501 514 νs(VF4 + VF’) 507 555, 496 νas(VF2c); νs(VF2c) 

 486 νas(VF2) 412  δ(VO2) 

305  δ(VOF); r(VF2 

+ VF’) 

341  νas(VF2t) + r(VO2) 

264  γ(VF4) 306  τ(VO2+VF2c+VF2t); 

γ(VF2c); δ(VF2t) + 

γ(VF2c); ω(VF2t) + 

r(VF2c) 

162  γ(VF2 – VOF’) 174  ω(VF2c) + r(VF2t – 

VO2) 

Symbols denote the following: νs – symmetric stretching vibrations, νas - asymmetric 
stretching vibrations, δ – bending vibrations, r – rocking, ω – wagging, τ – twisting, γ – 
swinging (umbrella) vibrations; F’ – axial fluorine atom, VF2c – fluorines in cis-position to 
the O atoms, VF2t – fluorines in trans-position to the O atoms. 

 

Spectral broad bands in the range of 2700–3500 cm–1 correspond to internal stretch-

ing modes of ammonium ions. Intensive IR and weak Raman lines in the range of 1400 cm–1 

belong to the NH4
+ deformation (bending) modes.  

Deconvolution of the experimental spectrum in the range 850–1000 cm–1 shows four 

IR lines for (NH4)3VO2F4 and two lines for (NH4)3VOF5 and the deconvolution of Raman 

spectra also shows four lines for (NH4)3VO2F4 and two for (NH4)3VOF5 (see Table 1). 

IR data for (NH4)3VO2F4 were initially published in [34]. Two IR bands were ob-

served in the V–O stretching region at 915 and 870 cm–1. These bands have been assigned 
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to the stretching vibrations of non-linear VO2
+ group, meaning cis-conformation of VO2F4 

octahedra. This interpretation was confirmed by Raman spectroscopy [18]. Only two 

strong Raman bands in the V–O stretching region at 912 and 870 cm-1 with their intensity 

ratio of 2:1 have been found. 

Based on dynamics calculation of octahedral VO2F4
3– with cis-conformation, the IR 

spectra in the range of 750–1000 cm–1 should exhibit two peaks corresponding to symmet-

ric and antisymmetric vibrations of the V–O bonds in the area about 905 and 880 cm–1, re-

spectively. These results qualitatively agree with the data [34,18]. Deconvolution of this 

spectral region increases the number of active vibrations up to four lines, that can be com-

pletely described in the framework of two symmetrically independent VO2F4 octahedra 

with cis-configuration. 

The simulation of vibrations of VOF5 (С4v) octahedron shows that the spectrum 

should have only one IR and one R active stretching modes. However, the IR spectra in 

this region consist of two lines, thus, the (NH4)3VOF5 unit cell should contain two symmet-

rically independent VOF5 octahedra as for (NH4)3VO2F4. Raman spectra also exhibit two 

intensive lines at 934 and 951 cm–1 (Table 1) that confirms the above item. 

According to the VO2F4 numerical simulation, the intense Raman line at 412 cm–1 is 

assigned to the O–V–O bending mode (Fig. 2). Strong bending vibration of O–V–F (dou-

bly degenerate) in the case of (NH4)3VOF5 falls at 305 cm–1. In the case of (NH4)3VO2F4, 

this region contains wagging, twisting, and rocking vibrations of VO2 in combination with 

those of VF2t and VF2c. In the range of 130–200 cm–1 different combinations of libration 

modes of octahedra emerge. Their external translational and rotational vibrations modes 

are situated below 100 cm–1. 

 
Fig. 2. Raman low frequency vibrations of (NH4)3VO2F4 and (NH4)3VOF5 at RT. 
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Temperature transformation of low frequency vibrations of VO2F4
3– and VOF5

3– is 

shown in Fig. 3. It is seen that the width of peaks decreases while their intensity increases, 

which indicates the structural ordering. 

 
Fig. 3. Temperature transformation of low frequency vibrations of VO2F4

3– and 

VOF5
3–. 

 

The IR spectra of (NH4)3VO2F4 in the range of 750–1050 cm–1 do not exhibit sharp 

anomalous behavior at the said transition temperatures. In the case of (NH4)3VOF5, the in-

tensity increasing of shoulder at 970 cm–1 is observed under cooling from the second PT 

(below 230 K) down to helium temperatures, Fig. 4b. 

 
Fig.  4. Temperature transformation of high wavenumber modes in the IR spectra of 

(NH4)3VO2F4 and (NH4)3VOF5. 
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Temperature transformations of the V–O stretching part of Raman spectra of 

(NH4)3VO2F4 and (NH4)3VOF5 are shown in Fig. 5. 

 
Fig. 5. Temperature transformations of high wavenumber Raman modes of VO2F4

3– 

and VOF5
3–. 

Temperature changes of the (NH4)3VO2F4 Raman spectra are noticeable (splitting the 

band at 870 cm-1, the emergence of shoulder at 930 cm-1), but not so bright as in the case of 

(NH4)3VOF5. To our best knowledge, nothing like this has been observed earlier for am-

monium oxofluoro-elpasolites with a similar structure. One broad line is observed at 350 K 

(above the first PT point) that corresponds to a single dynamically disordered state of the 

VOF5 octahedron in cubic elpasolite-like structure. The RT spectrum contains two peaks 

corresponding to two independent octahedral states in the orthorhombic structure. Four 

lines below 230 K (after the second PT) indicate the presence of at least four independent 

VOF5 polyhedra with different V–O bond lengths, which means the ordering of dynamical-

ly disordered octahedra. Further cooling increases the number of lines to at least seven, 

which evidence about seven different local units of VOF5 (Fig. 6) meaning full ordering of 

octahedral sublattice. 

As was mentioned above, the mechanism of the Fm3m → Immm phase transition in 

the case of (NH4)3VO2F4 was connected with the ordering of octahedral units with the val-

ue of ΔS1 = R ln 3.2 (1.16R) J mol–1 K–1, whereas NH4 groups did not take part in this pro-

cess [24]. Much larger ΔS values accompany PTs of other cubic ammonium oxofluoro-

elpasolites such as (NH4)3TiOF5 (2.29R) [35], (NH4)3NbOF6 (3.65R) [36], (NH4)3MoO3F3 
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(1.61R) [37], (NH4)3WO3F3 (1.86R) [35]. Both orientationally disordered octahedra and 

ammonium tetahedra contribute simultaneously to the entropy of PTs in these compounds.  

 
Fig. 6. Temperature dependencies of the Raman spectra of (NH4)3VOF5 in the region 

of V–O stretching vibrations. 

 

It is not surprising because polyhedra experience jumping interrelated movement in a sepa-

rate microdomain [38]. Temperature-dependent Raman and infrared spectra of 

(NH4)3MoO3F3 [33,39] indicate the ordering of octahedra and ammonium groups at PTs on 

cooling, and the main changes take place in the region of stretching modes of Mo–O bond 

in accordance with the Raman spectroscopy data [39]. These features are more pronounced 

in the case of (NH4)3WO3F3 [33,40,41], which are expressed in the narrowing and splitting 

of the lines corresponding to vibrations of W–O bonds below the phase-transition point at 

200 K. 

Thermal behavior of (NH4)3VO2F4 and (NH4)3VOF5 should be also compared with 

that of (NH4)2WO2F4 and (NH4)2MoO2F4. The latter two compounds crystallize in ortho-

rhombic symmetry (Cmcm) and are characterized by two independent states of a cis-

MO2F4 (M = Mo, W) octahedron statically and dynamically disordered in their structures 

[42,43]. The crystal structures at room temperature are very similar and differ only by the 

ratio of the static and dynamic components of orientational disorder. Octahedral groups 

and ammonium tetrahedra (two independent groups) reorient independently (in contrast to 

cubic ammonium fluoroelpasolites). At low temperature the two complexes undergo order-

disorder phase transitions from dynamic states to static states. These PTs are accompanied 

by rather large ΔS values: R ln 9.8 (2.28R) and R ln 8.9 (2.19R) for (NH4)2WO2F4 (201 K) 
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and (NH4)2MoO2F4 (270 K), respectively [44,45]. After the phase transition the anionic 

sublattice in the two complexes transform to the rigid state, but the octahedra are fully or-

dered in (NH4)2WO2F4 while they are statically disordered in (NH4)2MoO2F4. Ammonium 

groups are fully ordered in the low-temperature phase of (NH4)2MoO2F4 (all hydrogen at-

oms were localized), while they partially move (reorient) in the low-temperature phase of 

(NH4)2WO2F4 [43]. The ordering of octahedral groups and partial ordering of ammonium 

groups during the PT in (NH4)2WO2F4 and (NH4)2MoO2F4 was recently confirmed by Ra-

man spectroscopy [46,47]. The significant spectra changes were observed in the range cor-

responding to the M−O (M = Mo, W) vibrations, while the noticeable changes correspond-

ing to the ammonium vibrations have been found below the second PT at 160 K (W) and 

180 K (Mo). 

The changes in the Raman and infrared spectra of the NH4 stretching and bending 

vibrations of (NH4)3VOF5 with temperature are presented in Fig. 7. With the temperature 

decreasing below 230 K the spectral profile becomes complex. However, the main changes 

in the range of the NH4 vibrations occur below the third phase transition. Large linewidths 

in cubic and orthorhombic phases, corresponding to the internal stretching and bending 

vibrations of the NH4 ion, can be due to both the influence of the well known anharmonici-

ty of NH4
+ ion vibrations and the orientational disordering of ammonium sublattices. Spec-

tral bands split after decreasing temperature below 221 K. The phenomena observed can be 

accounted for the ordering of the ammonium groups below the third phase transition.  

In the case of (NH4)3VO2F4, changes of spectral parameters become visible below 

200 K (Fig. 8). Ammonium tetrahedra are ordered at low temperatures, which is consistent 

with the calorimetric data [24]. Tetrahedra participate in the low-temperature PT, which 

results in complete ordering of ammonium sublattice. 
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Fig. 7. Raman and IR active lines related to bending and stretching vibrations of 

ammonium ions in (NH4)3VOF5. 
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Fig. 8. Raman and IR active lines related to bending and stretching vibrations of 

ammonium ions in (NH4)3VO2F4. 

4. Conclusion 

The dynamic nature of phase transitions in two isostructural ammonium oxofluo-

rovanadates, (NH4)3VO2F4 and (NH4)3VOF5, has been investigated by temperature-

dependent infrared and Raman spectroscopy. In difference with available literature data con-

cerning vibrational spectra of (NH4)3VO2F4 [18,34,48], our spectral data clearly demon-

strate the existence of two octahedral states at RT in crystal structures of both, 

(NH4)3VO2F4 and (NH4)3VOF5, compounds. The most pronounced structural changes dur-

ing the PTs are reflected in the Raman spectra of (NH4)3VOF5. This is a unique case of 

spectral transformations not observed till now for oxofluoro-elpasolites with a similar 

structure. The first PT at higher temperature is connected with the transition into a single 

dynamically disordered state of oxofluoro-polyhedra in cubic elpasolite-like structure. 
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Ammonium groups do not participate in this process in difference with other cubic fluoro- 

or oxofluoro-elpasolites with jumping interrelated movement of both orientationally disor-

dered octahedra and ammonium tetahedra contributing simultaneously to the entropy of 

PTs. 

On cooling, the second PT in ammonium oxofluorovanadates is accompanied by the 

further ordering of orientationally disordered anionic sublattice. This behavior resembles 

that for (NH4)2MoO2F4 and (NH4)2WO2F4 with the coexistence of static and dynamic ori-

entational disorder at RT. Octahedral groups and ammonium tetrahedra reorient inde-

pendently, so that on cooling the order-disorder PT from dynamic to static state with com-

pletely ordered octahedra. Ammonium tetrahedra are fully ordered in the low-temperature 

phase of (NH4)2MoO2F4 or they partially move (reorient) in the low-temperature phase of 

(NH4)2WO2F4. One can suppose that in ammonium oxofluorovanadates, octahedra contin-

ue to be ordered at lower temperature (at least four independent VOF5 octahedra at 230–

200 K) and they are fully ordered below 35 K (at least seven different octahedral in the 

crystal structure of (NH4)3VOF5). At this temperature a complete freeze of reorientational 

motion of ammonium groups takes place in (NH4)3VOF5, as well as in (NH4)3VO2F4. 

Cis-structure of VO2F4
3– is doubtless, so its trans-configuration in the case of 

(NH4,K)3VO2F4 [17] should be excluded. We hope that the obtained results will help to 

refine intricate structures of the complexes under consideration. 
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